Communicating with waves between volumes:
evaluating orthogonal spatial channels
and limits on coupling strengths
David A. B. Miller

A rigorous method for finding the best-connected orthogonal communication channels, modes, or degrees
of freedom for scalar waves between two volumes of arbitrary shape and position is derived explicitly
without assuming planar surfaces or paraxial approximations. The communication channels are the
solutions of two eigenvalue problems and are identical to the cavity modes of a double phase-conjugate
resonator. A sum rule for the connection strengths is also derived, the sum being a simple volume
integral. These results are used to analyze rectangular prism volumes, small volumes, thin volumes in
different relative orientations, and arbitrary near-field volumes: all situations in which previous planar
approaches have failed for one or more reasons. Previous planar results are reproduced explicitly,
extending them to finite depth. Depth is shown not to increase the number of communications modes
unless the volumes are close when compared with their depths. How to estimate the connection
strengths in some cases without a full solution of the eigenvalue problem is discussed so that estimates
of the number of usable communications modes can be made from the sum rule. In general, the
approach gives a rigorous basis for handling problems related to volume sources and receivers. It may
be especially applicable in near-field problems and in situations in which volume is an intrinsic part of
the problem. © 2000 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 260.1960, 110.2990.

1. Introduction

Much of the information that we communicate is sent
in the form of waves. Often, as in vision or radio
transmission, the waves propagate through free
space. It is obviously important to know how many
independent information channels we have available
to us and how good a connection we can make on a
given channel. These elements are among the factors that will limit our ability to communicate information, providing bounds, for example, on optical
interconnection, optical memory access, and our ability to exploit techniques such as very-fine-line lithography or near-field microscopy. The details of such
applications are beyond the scope of this paper, but
here we deal with two particular underlying and related questions and some of their consequences: 共i兲
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At a given frequency, what are the independent spatial channels available for sending information on
waves between two volumes? 共ii兲 How strong are
these connections? These are simple questions, and
the discussion is restricted to the simplest case of
scalar waves.
Despite this simplicity, previous approaches, although useful, do not yield simple and universal answers; much such research addressed communication
between regular plane surfaces only. Here we show
that there is a rigorous and an exact approach to
these problems for arbitrary volumes that
共i兲 Allows us to define uniquely the set of available
spatial channels for communicating between arbitrary volumes1 共the communications modes兲.
共ii兲 Gives us a very general sum rule for the connection strength and the number of such channels.1
共iii兲 Enables us to deduce the approximate answers
of previous models that were based on communicating paraxially between parallel planar surfaces.
共iv兲 Lets us draw clear conclusions about the effects
of finite thickness on the number of communications
channels.
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共v兲 Enables us to estimate the number of usable
communications modes in some cases.
共vi兲 Relates communications modes to resonator
theory.1
For many situations, especially those involving the
near field, a scalar approach clearly is not sufficient
for optical problems. In other research, my coworker and I2 analyzed the vector case and found
analogous results. In this paper, I analyze the simpler scalar case in detail and build some concepts and
intuition that underlie both the scalar and the vector
cases.
Two important previous approaches to this problem 共for plane surfaces兲 are summarized in Section 2.
In Section 3 the model that is used in this paper is
defined. The approach here is based on expanding
the source function in the transmitting volume and
the resultant wave in the receiving volume in complete sets. By use of linear algebra— here for the
case of two spaces with different basis sets—the sum
rule for the coupling strengths between the volumes
is derived in Section 4. In Section 5 the concept of
communications modes is introduced. The communications modes essentially are pairs of functions,
with each pair consisting of one function for the
transmitting volume and one for the receiving volume. The different communications modes are all
orthogonal and define the two sets of functions with
the best possible couplings between the volumes.
These two sets of functions can be calculated as solutions to two eigenfunction problems, and they correspond to the best possible distinct communications
channels between the volumes. The sum rule takes
on a particularly simple form when the communications modes are used as the basis sets in the
respective volumes. Explicit results for the communications modes between rectangular prism volumes and between small volumes are derived, and
with an explicit calculation the communications
modes between extreme volumes are illustrated.
Also shown is the relation between communications
modes and resonator modes, and the size of the
connection strengths is rationalized on the basis of
a heuristic approach. The main conclusions are
summarized in Section 6.
2. Previous Approaches

The problem stated in Section 1 has been discussed
mostly in the context of optics for which we might
wish to know the number of separately resolvable
spots when looking at an object with an imaging lens.
We could also refer to this number of resolvable spots
as the effective number of degrees of freedom in the
image. A resolved spot corresponds effectively to a
distinct channel from object to image, and each such
spot could be used to send a separate channel of
information, as in turning on and off a small light in
the object and detecting the result with a small detector in the image space.
We can get an intuitive feel for the problem’s solution by considering elementary diffraction theory.
1682
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the diffraction approach to estimating the
number of independent channels or resolvable spots for communicating between two surfaces. N ⬃ ⍀A兾2, where N is the number
of channels and  is the wavelength.

The smallest spot we can use will be the one from
which the diffracted light approximately fills the aperture of the imaging lens or surface 共see Fig. 1兲.
The diffraction angle from a spot of size d in one
direction is  ⬃ 兾d, so the diffraction solid angle from
a spot of area a is ⍀ ⬃ 2兾a. If we try to use smaller
spots, the diffraction angle will get larger, and we will
start not to collect some significant fraction of the
light with the lens or the image surface; hence we will
lose strength in the interconnection. We will also
have increasing difficulty in distinguishing the signal
from two such adjacent spots if we attempt to image
them by using a lens in the image surface. Hence we
choose the spot area a such that its diffraction solid
angle corresponds to the solid angle ⍀, which is subtended by the image surface at the object surface.
The number of distinct spots is N ⬃ A兾a, i.e.,
N ⬃ ⍀A兾2.

(1)

Expression 共1兲 therefore corresponds to the number of
distinct channels for communication between these
two surfaces. 共It is easily shown that the same result is obtained for N if the roles of the two surfaces
are interchanged.兲 This type of model was formalized to some extent by Gabor 共see Ref. 3 and references therein兲, di Francia,4,5 and other authors 共e.g.,
Walther6兲, and, for simplicity, we refer to it as the
diffraction model. This kind of approach, which
goes back at least to von Laue 共see discussion in Ref.
3兲 still appears to be the main one for such problems.
We also can view this kind of model equivalently in
terms of the spatial frequencies in the object surface
being Fourier transformed into the image surface by
propagation, with the finite size of the image surface
imposing a frequency cutoff. In such a picture, we
can use the sampling theorem to deduce the effective
number of independent channels for such a bandlimited function.
The diffraction model is very useful but has several
formal weaknesses. Gabor3 concluded that the best
form of spot to consider was a Gaussian spot, which is
well known to have a minimum uncertainty
property—it has essentially the smallest diffraction
angle for a given spot size—and he used this for his
quantitative results. A Gaussian spot, however, extends sideways forever, so no finite object volume can
actually generate a true Gaussian spot. Perhaps
more importantly, no two Gaussian spots are truly
independent in the mathematical sense: They al-

ways overlap to some degree and are not orthogonal.
We cannot use such Gaussian spots as an orthogonal
basis to describe the object. Of course, we can imagine intuitively that the object is made up of a series of
spots, and using a set of approximately Gaussian
spots is not an unreasonable way to approximate the
object’s emitted light.
The diffraction model’s Gaussian spots therefore do
not rigorously define independent communication
channels between two volumes. It is reasonable to
expect that there are rigorously independent communication channels 共or communication modes兲 between
two volumes 共and how to evaluate these is described
below兲. Essentially, Gabor took an intelligent guess
at a set of functions that, although they are not the
rigorous communications modes between two volumes, have many of the expected properties of such
communications modes and can be used intuitively to
generate a reasonable guess at some useful results.7
Gabor is aware of problems with the rigor of this
approach; to quote Gabor, “It may be mentioned that
the theorem has not yet been proved with a rigour
which would satisfy mathematicians, but physicists
have their own standards in these matters . . .” 共Ref.
3, p. 120兲. In the sampling-theorem approach, to
specify the function completely at all points within a
finite domain 共rather than at a discrete set of sampling points兲 actually also requires an infinite number of samples, so there may be channels beyond
those counted in a simple sampling-theorem approach.
A second class of problem occurs if we try to extend
the diffraction model 共to regimes that violate its approximations and that it was never intended to model兲 to make predictions when the object is much
smaller than a wavelength in size. If we were naively to follow Gabor’s result there would then be no
degrees of freedom or communications channels for
such small volumes, which is clearly not the case.
Many radio receivers and transmitters, for example,
are much smaller than a wavelength in size, yet they
communicate successfully, so there is at least one
usable channel despite their small size. Another example for which scalar waves are an accurate approach is a loudspeaker and a microphone 共or, for
that matter, the human mouth and ear兲, both of
which are substantially smaller than the wavelength
of low-frequency sound.
The issue of the number of degrees of freedom was
considered from another viewpoint, which, for simplicity here, we refer to as the eigenfunction approach, by di Francia.8 di Francia draws our
attention to a mathematical fact that apparently was
noted by several previous authors 共see Ref. 8 for a
discussion兲: The wave that emerges from a volume
is presumably an analytic function for any real physical situation. If we know an analytic function to an
arbitrarily high accuracy over any finite range, we
can deduce its values everywhere else. This property is familiar, for example, in expanding a simple
analytic function in a Taylor series about any given
point; the value of the function and its derivatives at

that point are sufficient to establish the coefficients of
a power series that defines the function everywhere,
and the derivatives can certainly all be calculated if
we know the function over some finite range about
the point of interest. Equivalently, we could perform a multipole expansion of a given source or wave
about the point of interest. Hence, if we know the
wave over some finite aperture, we can calculate it
everywhere else. We are therefore forced to conclude that the number of degrees of freedom in the
wave that enters the aperture is not changed by the
size of the aperture and must be the same as the
number of degrees of freedom in the entire wave.
This relation appears to contradict the diffraction
result and our physical intuition; regardless of the
size of the lens aperture used to observe the wave
field, the number of degrees of freedom is apparently
the same.
Fortunately, di Francia suggests a solution to this
paradox: The entire wave may be expanded in some
complete set of 共orthonormal兲 basis functions. We
can view the expansion coefficients as being the amplitudes of the degrees of freedom with one basis
function corresponding to one degree of freedom. To
describe the wave within only the aperture, we can
use the same basis set, and we will have to use the
same number of elements of the set as we did for the
complete wave. Hence we still have the same number of degrees of freedom. But we will find that the
couplings from many such basis functions on the object surface to basis functions on the image surfaces
may be so small as to be negligible, and, if we count
only those degrees of freedom for which the coupling
coefficients are substantial, we essentially may retain
the result that our intuition and the diffraction model’s results suggest. This conclusion by di Francia is
not proved in any rigorous sense for arbitrary apertures either, but it is strongly supported by specific
calculations for rectangular and circular apertures.
In fact, considerable study in this area 关e.g., Refs.
9 –14 共including the research by di Francia8兲兴 was
stimulated by the mathematical results of Slepian
and Pollak15 on prolate spheroidal functions. These
functions are ideal for analyzing optical problems
with rectangular or circular apertures and have several remarkable properties, one of which is that they
are the eigenfunctions for imaging from one plane to
another with such rectangular or circular apertures.
共They also form the basis for the analysis of laser
resonators with finite mirrors.兲 The eigenvalues are
all approximately the same up to the number corresponding to the intuitive diffraction result 关i.e., Gabor’s result, expression 共1兲兴 after which they fall off
rapidly. This prolate spheroidal eigenfunction work
is reviewed extensively by Frieden.10 This work
does therefore define an orthonormal basis set, at
least for this class of problems, and through the introduction of eigenvalues has introduced the concept
of what is essentially a coupling strength that is associated with a given basis function and a given aperture. 共This body of research also goes on to discuss
the effects of noise in cutting off the effective number
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of degrees of freedom, although we do not discuss that
topic here.兲 The eigenfunction approach can also be
used to deduce useful results for the case of arbitrary
apertures for which specific eigenfunction solutions
are not known. Examples of such use include the
study of atmospheric turbulence 共see, e.g., Refs. 16 –
18兲.
Both the diffraction and the eigenfunction approaches discussed above deal with a situation in
which we are communicating between an aperture on
one surface and an aperture on another. They start
with the commonly used optical approximation of the
Huygens–Fresnel diffraction integral. Essentially,
that approximation says that the wave field emitted
from an aperture can be described if the surface
within the aperture is considered to be filled with
sources that are all of the same kind and of amplitudes proportional to the original wave amplitude
within the aperture. Only the aperture is considered to have any sources. It is important to understand that, no matter how good a job we do of
choosing the nature of these sources, this is still an
approximation. The only truly exact answer that
relates the wave outside a surface to the wave properties on a surface is the Kirchhoff integration of the
wave equation, which requires integration over a
complete closed surface 共not merely an aperture兲 and
also requires two kinds of sources on the surface
whose amplitudes depend not only on the wave amplitude at the surface but also on its derivatives.
More recent results19 have shown that one kind of
source can be used in the Kirchhoff integration, essentially in an extension of the Huygens principle, for
the specific case of phase fronts on the surface, but
this is still an approximation in the general case.
The formal problems with the boundary conditions on
the surface outside the aperture itself are also notorious. This is not to say that previous use of
Huygens–Fresnel diffraction integrals is wrong in
any sense in earlier research for the problems being
addressed there. But if we wish to obtain absolutely
rigorous results or if we wish to deal with, for example, volumes smaller than a wavelength in size or
closer to one another than the lateral dimensions of
the volumes, such approximations should be avoided.
Hence, although both the diffraction model and the
previous eigenfunction approaches yield useful results and insights, they do not provide a complete
answer to the questions of the communications
modes and their strengths. The approach in this
paper is to treat the communication as being between
volumes and not between apertures in surfaces.
This approach uses techniques of linear algebra similar to those used in the previous eigenfunction approaches but starts with formally exact integrals over
volume sources. The method derived below can
therefore be viewed as an extension to arbitrary volumes 共as opposed to apertures in flat surfaces兲 of the
eigenfunction approach. It is important to note that
only by considering volumes 共or complete surfaces
that enclose volumes兲 can we achieve exact results.
The method will reproduce the important results of
1684
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the transmitting volume VT, which
contains sources ⌿共rT兲 of waves, and the receiving volume VR,
which contains a wave field 共rR兲 that arises from the sources in
the transmitting volume.

both the previous eigenfunction and diffraction models. In addition, however, the present method also
allows us to deduce results and insights that go beyond either of these previous approaches.
3. Formalism
A.

Physical Problem and Wave Equation

First, we need to define the physical problem. We
consider two volumes VT and VR, as sketched in Fig.
2. Note that we do not consider situations with an
additional lens between the two volumes, i.e., a threevolume problem that could be considered as an extension to the present approach; it is not necessary to
have any such lens to establish communications
channels between two volumes, however. The discussion in this paper is restricted to the situation
with only two volumes and no material bodies
present. The approach can be extended to include
material bodies 共which makes the Green’s functions
different through the necessary inclusion of additional boundary conditions兲,2 although only volumes
in free space are considered here.
There are sources ⌿共rT, t兲 in the transmitting volume VT that generate waves ⌽共rR, t兲 and obey the
scalar wave equation
ⵜ2⌽共r, t兲 ⫺

1 2⌽共r, t兲
⫽ ⫺⌿共r, t兲,
c2
t2

(2)

where c is the wave velocity. We consider only
monochromatic sources of the form
⌿共r, t兲 ⫽ 共r兲exp共it兲 ⫹ c.c.

(3)

and scalar waves of the form
⌽共r, t兲 ⫽ 共r兲exp共it兲 ⫹ c.c.,

(4)

where  is the angular frequency. 共This analysis
could be extended to the general time-dependent
case, although we do not do so in this paper.兲 We
can usefully define the wave number as k ⫽ c兾.
The scalar wave equation can now be written as the
usual inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation:
ⵜ2共r兲 ⫹ k2共r兲 ⫽ ⫺共r兲.

(5)

Henceforth, we consider only the positive frequency
component, i.e., exp共t兲, with the knowledge that we

can return to the real wave by adding the complex
conjugate at the end of the calculation, as usual.
The Green’s functions for Eq. 共5兲, i.e., the possible
waves resulting from a point source at position r1, in
otherwise empty space and with no other sources of
waves are
G共r, r1兲 ⫽

exp共⫾ik兩r ⫺ r1兩兲
.
4兩r ⫺ r1兩

(6)

The positive sign in Eq. 共6兲 corresponds to inwardpropagating waves 共the advanced solution兲, and the
negative sign corresponds to outgoing waves 共the retarded solution兲. Because we are interested here in
only the case of outgoing waves, we henceforth use
only the retarded solution:
G共r, r1兲 ⫽

exp共⫺ik兩r ⫺ r1兩兲
.
4兩r ⫺ r1兩

(7)

By using this Green’s function 关Eq. 共7兲兴, we can therefore formally add together all the waves from all the
sources within volume VT to obtain the resultant
wave:
共r兲 ⫽

兰

G共r, rT兲共rT兲d rT.
3

(8)

VT

B.

Mathematical Formalism

Now we can set up the mathematical formalism for
the problem. To describe an arbitrary source function in the transmitting volume VT, we choose a complete orthonormal basis set of functions that is
defined within VT, namely, aT1共rT兲, aT2共rT兲,
aT3共rT兲, . . . . Similarly, to describe an arbitrary
wave in the receiving volume VR, we choose another
complete orthonormal basis set of functions that is
defined within VR, namely, aR1共rR兲, aR2共rR兲,
aR3共rR兲, . . . . At the moment it is not important to
know what the sets of functions aTi共rT兲 and aRj共rR兲
are as long as they are complete orthonormal basis
sets in their respective volumes. These basis sets
satisfy the usual orthonormality relations:

兰
兰

aTm共rT兲a*Tn共rT兲d3rT ⫽ ␦mn,

(9)

aRm共rR兲a*Rn共rR兲d3rR ⫽ ␦mn,

(10)

VT

VR

where ␦mn is the Kronecker delta 共␦mn ⫽ 1, m ⫽ n;
␦mn ⫽ 0, m ⫽ n兲.
Using these basis sets 关Eqs. 共9兲 and 共10兲兴, we can
expand 共rT兲 and 共rR兲 to obtain
共rT兲 ⫽

兺ba
i

Ti

共rT兲,

(11)

共rR兲.

(12)

i

共rR兲 ⫽

兺da
j

j

Rj

Using these expansions 关Eqs. 共11兲 and 共12兲兴, we can
formally rewrite Eq. 共8兲 as
dj ⫽

兺g b,

(13)

ji i

i

where
gji ⫽

兰兰
VR

a*Rj共rR兲G共rR, rT兲aTi共rT兲d3rTd3rR. (14)

VT

The variables gji can now be thought of as coupling
coefficients between the transmission from mode i in
volume VT and the reception by mode j in volume VR.
We can also think of gji as being a kind of transadmittance that relates the wave amplitude in one volume to the source amplitude in the other.
Note that Eq. 共13兲 关together with the expansions in
Eqs. 共11兲 and 共12兲兴 is exactly equivalent to Eq. 共8兲.
Instead of expressing the value of the wave at a given
point in VR directly, we have given the coefficients dj
for the basis functions aRj共rR兲. It can be conceptually useful to think of Eq. 共13兲 in matrix terms, in
which case we can rewrite it as

冤冥 冤

冥冤 冥

d1
g11 g12 g13 · · · b1
d2
g21 g22 g23 · · · b2
⫽
,
(15)
g31 g32 g33 · · · b3
d3
·
·
·
·
·
··
·
·
·
·
· ··
·
·
·
·
where it should be noted that this matrix will be
infinite, or we can rewrite with  and  as the vectors
of elements d1, d2, d3, . . . and b1, b2, b3, . . . , respectively, and ⌫RT as the matrix with elements gji:
 ⫽ ⌫RT.

(16)

共In practice, the matrix form is the one that we will
likely use in actual calculations.兲 We can now view
⌫RT in general as the communications operator between the transmitting and the receiving volumes.
C. Interpretation and Measurement of the Coupling
Coefficients gji

Before proceeding to the main results presented in
this paper, we should formally clarify the physical
meaning of the coupling coefficients gji. They have
specific meanings in terms of the power-transfer coefficients between the two volumes.
One way of completing the transfer of energy into
the receiving volume from the transmitting volume is
to set up a receiving source ⌿R共rR, t兲 in the receiving
volume VR. Our goal is to have the wave ⌽共rR, t兲
transfer energy to this source. To keep matters simple, we formally require that the source ⌿R共rR, t兲 be
weak so that it does not itself generate any wave that
is significant compared with the wave ⌽共rR, t兲 that is
arriving from sources in the transmitting volume.
Hence the total wave in the receiving volume is, in
the limit of weak ⌿R共rR, t兲, the original wave ⌽共rR, t兲.
In the wave equation 关Eq. 共2兲兴 ⌿ can be viewed as
corresponding to force 共per unit volume兲 and ⌽ as
corresponding to displacement in the wave. As a
10 April 2000 兾 Vol. 39, No. 11 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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result, the work done per unit time per unit volume
by the force ⌿R共rR, t兲 on the wave is the usual product
of force and velocity, i.e.,
W ⫽ ⌿R共rR, t兲

⌽共rR, t兲
.
t

(17)

(18)

The total average power transferred from the wave to
the source in VR is therefore

兰

2Im关R共rR兲*共rR兲兴d3rR.

P⫽⫺

␥RT ⬅

兺 兩g 兩

2

ji

(19)

If we consider the specific case of a normalized
source in VT that corresponds to one of our basis
functions, 共rT兲 ⫽ aTi共rT兲, in the transmitting volume
and choose a receiving-source function that is proportional to the complex conjugate of one of the basis
functions, aRj共rR兲, i.e., R共rR兲 ⫽ Ca*Rj共rR兲, we obtain

兰

i 共rR兲 ⫽

(21)

VT

i 共rR兲 ⫽

兺g a

ji Rj

兺g a

ji Rj

(26)

共rR兲a*Ti共rT兲.

(27)

关The steps from Eq. 共24兲 to Eq. 共27兲 technically correspond to a similarity transformation from a continuous to a discrete basis, which constitutes a standard
approach that is given here completely for clarity.兴
Now we have
兩G共rR, rT兲兩2 ⫽

To this point all we have done mathematically is to
recast the problem in terms of basis sets, coupling
coefficients, and an abstract operator and matrix notation. Now we can proceed to use this formalism to

册

gjiaRj共rR兲a*Ti共rT兲

i, j

⫻

册

g*qpa*Rq共rR兲aTp共rT兲 .

p,q

(28)

Integrating the right-hand side of Eq. 共28兲 over both
volumes VT and VR and using the orthonormality
relations of Eqs. 共9兲 and 共10兲 of the basis sets, we
obtain

VR

(22)

冋兺
冋兺

兩G共rR, rT兲兩2d3rTd3rR ⫽

兺 兩g 兩 .
2

ji

(29)

i, j

VT

From Eq. 共7兲, we can deduce that

4. Sum Rule
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共rR兲,

j

兰兰

VR
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T

i, j

a*j 共rR兲共rR兲d3rR

⫽ gji.

兰

G共rR, rT兲 ⫽

Hence the real Re and the imaginary Im parts of gji
are essentially the power-coupling coefficients between the source function aTi共rT兲 in VT and a
receiving-source function aRj共rR兲 in VR for the two
possible orthogonal phases.
An alternative way, which is mathematically very
similar to the preceding power-transfer method, to
detect the signals in the receiving volume is to measure the wave at every point in the volume, weight
these measurements by a weighting function w共rR兲,
and add 共i.e., integrate兲 to obtain a result M 共which is,
in general, complex兲. If we choose w共rR兲 ⫽ a*j 共rR兲,
then, for a normalized source 共rT兲 ⫽ aTi共rT兲, the
result is

兰

(25)

Ti

where

VR

M⫽

G共rR, rT兲aTi共rT兲d3rT.

R

where we made use of the definition of gji from Eq.
共14兲. Consequently, by using Eqs. 共24兲 and 共26兲, we
have

Im关ia*Rj共rR兲共rR兲兴d3rR

⫽ ⫺2CRe共 gji兲.

(24)

i

i

(20)

If we choose R共rR兲 ⫽ iCa*Rj共rR兲, we have

兰

VR

1
3
3
2 d rTd rR.
兩r
⫺
r
兩
R
T
VT
(23)

兺  共r 兲a* 共r 兲,

G共rR, rT兲 ⫽

VR

P ⫽ ⫺2C

兰兰

Further expanding i 共rR兲 by use of the complete set
aRj共rR兲 yields

Im关a*Rj共rR兲共rR兲兴d3rR

⫽ ⫺2CIm共 gji兲.

1
共4兲2

共Here we have, for convenience, defined the quantity
␥RT, which we can refer to as the magnitude or the
norm of the communications operator.兲 Theorem
共23兲 can be proved by expansion of G共rR, rT兲 in the
basis sets. First, we expand G共rR, rT兲 in the complete set of functions a*Ti共rT兲. 共Note that, given that
the set aTi共rT兲 is complete, it follows that the set
a*Ti共rT兲 is also complete.兲 Hence we obtain for points
rR in VR and rT in VT

VR

P ⫽ ⫺2C

⫽

i, j

Averaging over complete half-cycles of the wave 共or
over times that are long compared with a cycle兲 for
our monochromatic wave yields
W ⫽ 2Im关R共rR兲*共rR兲兴.

derive a key result, which is a sum rule on the
strengths of the coupling coefficients. Specifically,
we can state the following theorem:

兩G共rR, rT兲兩2 ⫽

1
,
共4兲 兩rR ⫺ rT兩2
2

(30)

and, finally, from Eqs. 共29兲 and 共30兲, we deduce the
sum rule 关Eq. 共23兲兴.

Equation 共23兲 has the remarkable property of the
sum of the modulus squared of the coupling coefficients depending on only the shapes and the relative
positions of the two volumes. This result is also true
independently of the basis sets we choose in each
volume 共as long as they are complete and orthonormal兲 because we placed no restrictions on the choice
of basis sets.
5. Communications Modes

So far, we have used only arbitrary basis sets for the
functions in the two volumes VT and VR. We can
reasonably ask whether there is a natural pair of
basis sets for this problem in which the mathematical
results become particularly simple and the physical
interpretation becomes clearer. In fact, for any pair
of volumes there are such natural sets, and we can
view these as defining communications modes. We
now proceed to derive these sets. We first take a
heuristic approach that shows that the communications modes are the pairs of functions that diagonalize the communications operator. Second, we start
afresh mathematically to derive the eigenvalue problems whose eigenfunctions will yield the communications modes. The mathematical approach is
essentially similar to that of the singular-value decomposition of matrices 共although we have to derive
the results in integral-equation form for formal reasons that are related to the infinite basis sets兲.
A.

Heuristic Approach to Communications Modes

It is immediately clear from Eq. 共23兲 that there is
some maximum value of 兩 gji兩2; in the worst case 兩 gji兩2
cannot possibly exceed ␥RT. Hence there must be
some pair 关1共rT兲, 1共rR兲兴 of 共normalized兲 transmitting and receiving functions that are most strongly
coupled, i.e., a pair for which the coupling coefficient
g has the largest squared modulus 兩 g兩2, and we can
label this coupling coefficient g1.
There are many ways with which we could attempt
to evaluate such a pair of functions, including, for
example, some variational method to maximize 兩 g兩2.
共It is also conceivable, especially in situations with
high symmetry, that there is more than one such pair
with the same, i.e., the largest value of 兩 g兩2. Such
degeneracy causes no problems here, and it does not
matter which of these pairs of degenerate functions
we choose first. We know, anyway, that the number
of such degenerate-function pairs must be finite because of the sum rule.兲 We now choose 1共rT兲 as the
first member of a new basis set for the transmitting
volume VT and similarly choose 1共rR兲 as the first
member of a new basis set for the receiving volume
VR.
We can now find the second members 关2共rT兲,
2共rR兲兴 of the basis sets by a similar procedure, except
at this point, we also require that these 共normalized兲
functions be orthogonal to the corresponding first
members. The corresponding coupling coefficient g2
will have the next-largest value of 兩 g兩2. 共In the case
of degenerate functions, 兩 g1兩2 ⫽ 兩 g2兩2.兲 We can continue to proceed in this manner to find all the other

members of the basis set, requiring that each successive member of each set be orthogonal to all the previous members of that set.
An important question is whether the off-diagonal
coupling coefficients 共i.e., gji, j ⫽ i兲 are zero when we
use this basis. In fact, they are all zero, as is easily
proved. Essentially, if the off-diagonal elements
were not zero, we would be able to find functions with
larger coupling coefficients than those of these basis
sets, which is impossible by definition. A second important question is whether this set of communications modes is unique 共except for the usual
arbitrariness associated with linear combinations of
degenerate functions兲. In fact, they are 共within a
phase factor兲; this point will become clear from the
formal mathematical solution described in Subsection 5.B. In this new representation, therefore, the
matrix ⌫RT is diagonal with its diagonal elements
being the coupling coefficients g1, g2, g3, . . . , arranged in descending order of their squared magnitudes.
The communications modes, then, are those pairs
of functions 关j 共rT兲, j 共rR兲兴 that are unique 共within a
phase factor兲 except for the arbitrary linear combinations of possible degenerate solutions that, when used
as the complete orthogonal basis functions for their
respective volumes, diagonalize the communications
operator ⌫RT. Such functions also yield the largest
possible coupling coefficients.
B. Formal Eigenfunction Solution for Communications
Modes

The maximization procedure described in Subsection
5.A is not necessarily a convenient one in practice for
calculating the functions. Also, such an approach
does not prove the completeness and the uniqueness
of the solutions. Hence it is useful to recast the
solution of this problem in terms of eigenfunction
problems; then we can use standard linear-algebra
techniques to arrive at the solutions. In fact, this
kind of problem is well known mathematically, and
some aspects of it have already been applied 共in the
two-dimensional case and on the basis of diffractiontheory approximations兲 to the theory of optical propagation in turbulent atmospheres.16 –18 In matrix
form the solutions we seek would reduce to the results of a singular-value decomposition of the matrix
⌫RT of the coefficients gji, although, to justify the
results here, we need some of the results of functional
analysis to be applied to integral equations. Thus
we briefly derive the solution in the integral-equation
form.
Formally, we wish to deduce which 共normalized兲
source function 共rT兲 yields the 共unnormalized兲 wave
共rR兲 with the largest magnitude in volume VR,
where, by magnitude, we mean the quantity
兩 g兩2 ⫽

兰

*共rR兲共rR兲d3rR.

(31)

VR

关Note that, in Eq. 共31兲, g must, by definition from Eq.
共14兲, then be the coupling coefficient between the nor10 April 2000 兾 Vol. 39, No. 11 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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malized source function 共rT兲 and the corresponding
normalized wave function N共rR兲 of the same form as
共rR兲, i.e., 共rR兲 ⫽ gN共rR兲.兴
Substituting from Eq. 共8兲 into Eq. 共31兲 yields
兩 g兩2 ⫽

兰兰兰
VR

VT

G*共rR, rⴕT兲*共rⴕT兲G共rR, rT兲

VT

⫻ 共rT兲d3rⴕTd3rTd3rR,

(32)

that is,
兩 g兩2 ⫽

兰

*共rⴕT兲

VT

兰

K共rⴕT, rT兲共rT兲d3rⴕTd3rT, (33)

VT

where
K共rⴕT, rT兲 ⫽

兰

G*共rR, rⴕT兲G共rR, rT兲d3rR.

For any given normalized source function n共rT兲
there is a corresponding 共unnormalized兲 wave
nU共rR兲 generated in the receiving volume, which allows us to define normalized waves as n共rR兲 ⫽
nU共rR兲兾gn. We know that the proportionality constant here is gn because 兩 gn兩2 is the value that we
deduced for 兩 g兩2 for the case of source function n共rT兲
and 兩 g兩2 is, by definition, the magnitude 共squared兲 of
the generated wave from Eq. 共33兲. Note, incidentally, that the phase of gn is arbitrary because wave
n共rR兲 is itself arbitrary within a phase factor. It is
not immediately obvious, but these waves n共rR兲 also
form an orthonormal complete set in the receiving
volume VR because, as we now show, they are also the
eigenfunctions of a compact Hermitian kernel. We
have by definition

兰

gnn共rR兲 ⫽ nU共rR兲 ⫽

(34)

VR

VT

Note that K共rⴕT, rT兲 is Hermitian, i.e.,
K共rⴕT, rT兲 ⫽ K*共rT, rⴕT兲.

(35)

Also, because VR and VT are completely separate and
finite volumes, the terms 兩rR ⫺ rT兩 and 兩rR ⫺ rⴕT兩 are
never zero, and K共rⴕT, rT兲 can have no singularities
and is a continuous, bounded function. Additionally, with VT finite, we have

兰兰
VT

Now, by using Eqs. 共34兲 and 共37兲, changing the order
of the integrations, and interchanging the use of the
variable names rT and rⴕT, we have

兰

冋兰

G*共rR, rT兲

VR

册

G共rR, rⴕT兲n共rⴕT兲d3rⴕT d3rR

VT

⫽ 兩 gn兩2n共rT兲 ⫽

兰

G*共rR, rT兲gnn共rR兲d3rR, (39)

VR

兩K共rⴕT, rT兲兩2d3rⴕTd3rT ⬍ ⬁.

where we have made use of the definition of n共rR兲
from Eq. 共38兲. Hence we have

VT

This boundedness of the integral and the integrand
comprises sufficient conditions to make the linear
map that corresponds to this kernel K共rⴕT, rT兲 technically compact,20 which means that, in practice, K共rⴕT,
rT兲 can be expanded bilinearly in a complete set of
functions aTi共rT兲:

兺

K共rⴕT, rT兲 ⫽

kjiaTj共rⴕT兲a*Ti共rT兲.

兰

g*nn共rT兲 ⫽

G*共rR, rT兲n共rR兲d3rR.

Substituting Eq. 共40兲 into Eq. 共38兲 yields

兰

兩 gn兩2n共rR兲 ⫽

(36)

The eigenfunctions of such a compact Hermitian kernel themselves form a complete set for functions in VT
and have real eigenvalues,20 and it is also a standard
result that the Hermitian form 关Eq. 共33兲兴 is maximized when 共rT兲 is chosen as the eigenfunction of
K共rⴕT, rT兲 with the largest eigenvalue,20,21 i.e., the
function 共rT兲 that solves the integral equation
兩 g兩2共rⴕT兲 ⫽

兰

K共rⴕT, rT兲共rT兲d3rT

(37)

VT

with the largest value of 兩 g兩2. Indeed, the set of orthogonal functions with the largest successive values
of 兩 g兩2 is the set of eigenfunctions 1共rT兲, 2共rT兲,
3共rT兲, . . . , arranged in descending order of their eigenvalues 兩 g1兩2, 兩 g2兩2, 兩 g3兩2, . . . . 关This result becomes
relatively obvious if we choose the eigenfunctions for
the expansion in Eq. 共36兲, which yields a diagonal
expansion 共i.e., kj⫽i ⫽ 0兲 with the eigenvalues as the
diagonal expansion coefficients 共i.e., kj⫽i ⫽ 兩 gi 兩2兲.兴
APPLIED OPTICS 兾 Vol. 39, No. 11 兾 10 April 2000

(40)

VR

J共rR, rⴕR兲n共rⴕR兲d3rⴕR,

(41)

VR

j,i
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G共rR, rT兲n共rT兲d3rT. (38)

where
J共rR, rⴕR兲 ⫽

兰

G共rR, rT兲G*共rⴕR, rT兲d3rT.

(42)

VT

Equation 共42兲 is a compact Hermitian kernel by the
same arguments as given above and therefore has a
complete set of eigenfunctions with real eigenvalues.
Note that this problem of communicating from one
volume to another has turned out to be a remarkably
symmetrical and reciprocal one. There are two sets
of eigenfunctions, one set for each volume, with a
one-to-one correspondence between the members of
the sets in the two volumes and the same eigenvalues
for the eigenfunctions in the different volumes. It is
also true, incidentally, that, by taking the complex
conjugate of Eq. 共40兲, we have
gn*n共rT兲 ⫽

兰

VR

G共rR, rT兲*n共rR兲d3rR,

(43)

where xR, yR, and zR are the coordinates relative to
the center of VR and similarly xT, yT, and zT are the
coordinates relative to the center of VT, which can be
viewed as a paraxial approximation. Hence
exp共ik兩rR ⫺ rT兩兲exp共⫺ik兩rR ⫺ rⴕT兩兲

( 再

⬵ exp ⫺ik zT ⫺

Fig. 3. Transmitting volume VT, receiving volume VR, rectangular prism volumes, and their coordinates and dimensions.

which means that, if we had a source of the form
*n共rR兲 in volume VR, it would generate a wave of the
form *n共rR兲 in volume VT. Such a source could be
generated by the well-known process of phase conjugation, whereby, usually through some nonlinear optical process, we generate a source that is
proportional to the 共spatial兲 complex conjugate of the
wave in a volume. We return to this point below in
Subsection 5.F.
C. Communications Modes for Two Rectangular Prism
Volumes

Now let us consider the specific case of the communications modes between two rectangular prism volumes 共volumes in which each face is rectangular兲.
This case gives us an explicit connection to the eigenfunction approach presented in Subsection 5.B and
yields analytic results for cases of practical interest.
Consider two rectangular prism volumes VT and
VR that are oriented along the same axis and are a
distance r apart 共center to center兲, as shown in Fig. 3.
The volumes are of size 2⌬xT, 2⌬yT, and 2⌬zT, in the
x, the y, and the z directions, respectively, for VT and
are similar for VR. We presume that the volumes
are far apart compared with their sizes:
r⬎⬎2⌬xT, 2⌬yT, 2⌬zT, 2⌬xR, 2⌬yR, 2⌬zR.

(44)

We can formally find the communications modes by
solving Eqs. 共37兲 and 共41兲. Explicitly, from Eq. 共37兲,
we have

兩 g兩2共rT兲 ⫽

兰 冋兰
VT

VR

⫹

1 2
1
共xT ⫹ yT2 兲 ⫺ z⬘T ⫹ 共xT⬘2 ⫹ yT⬘2兲
2r
2r

冎)

(47)

共rT兲 ⫽ FT共rT兲␤T共rT兲,

(48)

1
关 xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲 ⫹ yR共 yT ⫺ y⬘T兲兴 .
r

Now we can choose to write

where

再 冋

FT共rT兲 ⫽ exp ⫺ik zT ⫺

册冎

1 2
共xT ⫹ yT2 兲
2r

.

(49)

The term FT共rT兲 can be described as a focusing function; it corresponds to a spherical wave that is centered on the receiving volume 共see Fig. 4兲. The
purpose of this separation 关Eq. 共48兲兴 is to take out the
underlying spherical focusing of the source from the
mathematical problem that we now solve for the function ␤T共rT兲.
With the definitions of Eqs. 共48兲 and 共49兲, we can
now rewrite Eq. 共45兲 with our approximation 共47兲 as
1
共4r兲2

兩 g兩2␤T共rT兲 ⫽

兰兰 再

exp ⫺

VT

VR

冎

ik
关 xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲
r

⫹ yR共 yT ⫺ y⬘T兲兴 ␤共rⴕT兲d3rRd3rⴕT.

(50)

Now we postulate that we can write
␤T共rT兲 ⫽ ␣Tx共xT兲␣Ty共 yT兲␣Tz共zT兲.

(51)

This separation 关Eq. 共51兲兴 is justified a posteriori because we show that functions of this form are eigenfunctions of Eq. 共50兲. With the form of Eq. 共51兲, the
problem can be rewritten as

册

exp共ik兩rR ⫺ rT兩兲exp共⫺ik兩rR ⫺ rⴕT兩兲 3
d rR 共rⴕT兲d3rⴕT.
共4兲2兩rR ⫺ rT兩兩rR ⫺ rⴕT兩

Because of condition 共44兲, we can approximately replace 兩rR ⫺ rT兩 and 兩rR ⫺ rⴕT兩 with r in the denominator
in Eq. 共45兲. In the exponent, for example, we have
兩rR ⫺ rT兩 ⫽ 关共r ⫹ zR ⫺ zT兲2 ⫹ 共xR ⫺ xT兲2 ⫹ 共 yR ⫺ yT兲2兴1兾2
共xR ⫺ xT兲2 共 yR ⫺ yT兲2
⬵ r ⫹ 共zR ⫺ zT兲 ⫹
⫹
,
2r
2r
(46)

兩 g兩2␣Tx共xT兲␣Ty共 yT兲␣Tz共zT兲 ⫽

( 再

⫻ exp ⫺

1
共4r兲2

(45)

兰兰
VT

VR

冎

ik
关 xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲 ⫹ yR共 yT ⫺ y⬘T兲兴
r

)

⫻ ␣Tx共x⬘T兲␣Ty共 y⬘T兲␣Tz共z⬘T兲 d3rRd3rⴕT, (52)
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where
⍀Tx ⫽

k⌬xR
.
r

(58)

Note, incidentally, that
2⌬xR 2r
⫽
⫽ r,
⍀Tx
k
Fig. 4. Illustration of the focusing functions FT共rT兲 and FR共rR兲
that arise in the analysis of communications between rectangular
prism volumes.

which is now separable into three eigenfunction
equations in the three directions:
Tx␣Tx共xT兲 ⫽

兰 再兰
⌬xT

⌬xR

⫺⌬xT

⫺⌬xR

冋

exp ⫺

册 冎

ik
xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲 dxR
r

⫻ ␣Tx共x⬘T兲dx⬘T.

兰 兰

Tz␣Tz共zT兲 ⫽

where  is the 共free-space兲 wavelength. Equation
共57兲 leads to a rewriting of Eq. 共53兲 to yield
Tx␣Tx共xT兲 ⫽

⫺⌬xT

⌬zT

⌬zR

⫺⌬zT

⫺⌬zR

␣Tz共z⬘T兲dzRdz⬘T,

Tx ⫽

(54)

(55)

The eigenequation 关Eq. 共54兲兴 for the z direction is
trivially solved. The left-hand side of the equation
depends on zT, whereas the right-hand side does not.
The only solution to Eq. 共54兲 is for ␣Tz共zT兲 to be a
constant, in which case
Tz ⫽ 共2⌬zR兲共2⌬zT兲.

(56)

关Note that we now do not have a complete set of
eigenfunctions for the z direction, which is a consequence of the approximations that we have made
here. The resultant kernel in Eq. 共54兲 is itself a
constant, which therefore maps all functions onto
constants and thus is a many-to-one mapping that
cannot be inverted. A full solution of this problem
without approximations would presumably result in
a set of functions in the z direction.兴
The situation for the x and the y directions is more
interesting. The integration over xR can be performed in Eq. 共53兲, yielding

⫺⌬xR

冋

ik
xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲 dxR
r

⫽

r
ik
exp
⌬xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲
ik共 xT ⫺ x⬘T兲
r

exp ⫺

册

冋

再 冋

册冎

册

ik
⫺ exp ⫺ ⌬xR共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲
r
⫽
1690

Tx
.
r

2⌬xR sin关⍀Tx共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲兴
, (57)
⍀Tx
共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲
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(61)

Now Eq. 共60兲 is the defining eigenequation for the
prolate spheroidal wave functions.10 Hence we have
found the desired solutions to Eq. 共45兲 共within the
approximations made兲. Explicitly, we have
nxny共rT兲 ⫽ FT共rT兲␣nx共xT兲␣ny共 yT兲,

TxTyTz ⫽ 共4r兲2兩 g兩2.

兰

sin关⍀Tx共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲兴
␣Tx共x⬘T兲dx⬘T, (60)
共xT ⫺ x⬘T兲

where

where

⌬xR

兰

⌬xT

(53)

The equation for the y direction is similar, and for the
z direction it is

(59)

(62)

where ␣nx共xT兲 is the nxth 共linear兲 prolate spheroidal
function with a bandwidth ⍀Tx, a scale ⌬xT, and an
eigenvalue nx; the situation is similar for the y direction. These sets of functions are known to be
complete over the associated intervals ⫾⌬x and ⫾⌬y,
respectively.
To relate to the standard notation of Flammer22 for
prolate spheroidal wave functions, we scale the
lengths in units of ⌬xT 共and similarly for the y and the
z directions兲 to obtain instead of 共but equivalent to兲
Eq. 共60兲
TnxS0nx共cx, T兲 ⫽

兰

sin关cx共T ⫺ ⬘T兲兴
S0nx共cx, ⬘T兲d⬘T,
共T ⫺ ⬘T兲
⫺1
(63)
1

where
T ⫽

xT
,
⌬xT

(64)

the dimensionless parameter cx is given by
cx ⫽ ⌬xT⍀Tx,

(65)

and S0m共c, 兲 is the 共0, m兲th angular prolate spheroidal function.
The eigenvalues Tnx are known to have the properties10
1 ⱖ 0 ⬎ 1 ⬎ 2 ⬎ · · · 0,

(66)

and for small nx the Tnx fall off slowly until they
reach a critical value
nxcrit ⫽

2⌬xT⍀x 2
共2⌬xT兲共2⌬xR兲
⫽ cx ⫽
,


r

(67)

after which they fall off rapidly. We refer to this
critical value as the effective number of degrees of
freedom 共in the x direction兲 because, as we see below,
this is the number of degrees of freedom that we
would expect from the usual diffraction models of
communications between surfaces.
Note, however, that nxcrit can be less than 1 here if
sizes ⌬xT and ⌬xR are too small, the meaning of
which is that the communications modes are not as
well connected as they might otherwise be for volumes that are spaced such a distance apart. Again,
this situation agrees with our intuitive notions of
diffraction: If the volumes are so small that, according to a simple diffraction model, the wave from the
source volume cannot all be focused efficiently onto
the receiving volume, then the communications mode
is not well connected.
Incidentally, Eq. 共67兲 can be viewed as having a
simple physical meaning. The ratio 2⌬xR兾 is the
number of wavelengths that correspond to the size of
the receiving volume 共in this x direction兲, and the
ratio 2⌬xT兾r is the angle subtended by the transmitting volume 共in this x direction兲. Expression 共67兲
therefore corresponds to the notion that the number
of resolvable spots is the area expressed in units of
wavelength and weighted by the subtended angle, as
we would expect from the results of diffraction theory. Equivalently, 兾2⌬xT is the diffraction angle of
the radiation that emanates from the aperture of the
transmitting volume 共in the x direction兲, 2⌬xR兾r is
the angle subtended by the receiving volume at the
transmitting volume 共in the x direction兲, and nxcrit is
the number of times this diffraction angle can be
fitted into this subtended angle. It is also clear from
expression 共67兲 that we can view the size, the diffraction angle, and the subtended angle from the perspective of the other 共 y and z兲 volumes and obtain the
same answer.
Thus we will find, equivalently to expression 共67兲,
Tx ⱕ r,

(68)

with Tx staying close to r up to the critical number
nxcrit. If we take expression 共68兲 for Ty, the equivalent expression for Ty, and Eq. 共56兲 for Tz and
substitute these into Eq. 共55兲, we have
兩 g兩2 ⱕ

2共2⌬zT兲共2⌬zR兲
.
共4兲2

(69)

Now, for the case in which the volumes are far apart
compared with their dimensions the sum rule 关Eq.
共23兲兴 reduces to

兺 兩 g兩

2

⫽

VT VR
.
共4r兲2

Hence the maximum number of communications
modes that we could have that are as well connected
as is the best mode is

(70)

Nmax ⫽

VR VT
共4兲2
2 2
共4r兲  共2⌬zT兲共2⌬zR兲

⫽ nxcritnycrit,

(71)

which is exactly the number we would deduce directly
from the properties of the eigenvalues of the prolate
spheroidal functions. Hence our result is consistent
with the sum rule.
To complete the problem, we need also to find the
associated wave functions in the receiving volume
VR. The solution proceeds with a function that is
exactly analogous to the source functions derived
above, except that we start with Eq. 共41兲. By analogy with Eq. 共48兲, we can write
共rR兲 ⫽ FR共rR兲␤R共rR兲,
where

再冋

FR共rR兲 ⫽ exp ik zR ⫺

1 2
共xR ⫹ yR2 兲
2r

(72)

册冎

(73)

is the receiving focusing function. By choosing the
separation
␤R共rR兲 ⫽ ␣Rx共xR兲␣Ry共 yR兲␣Rz共zR兲

(74)

as in Eq. 共51兲, we similarly deduce that ␣Rz共zT兲 is a
constant with the associated eigenvalue
Rz ⫽ 共2⌬zR兲共2⌬zT兲.

(75)

Exactly following steps analogous to those above, we
have
nxny共rR兲 ⫽ FR共rR兲␣nx共xR兲␣ny共 yR兲,

(76)

where ␣nx共xR兲 is the nxth 共linear兲 prolate spheroidal
function with a bandwidth of ⍀Rx ⫽ k⌬xT兾r, a scale
⌬xR, and an eigenvalue nx; the situation is similar
for the y direction. All the results that we deduced
above about the eigenvalues and the numbers of
strongly coupled modes can be deduced identically if
we consider this eigen problem for the received
waves. Note that the x functions in the transmitting
and the receiving volumes are identical in form to one
another; the cx parameter is the same number for
both sets of prolate spheroidal functions. The scale
factors of the functions will, however, in general be
different if the sizes of the volumes are different in
the x direction. Similar conclusions apply to the
functions in the y direction. It does not matter
which volume we consider first; having solved the
problem for one volume, we already know the solutions for the other volume.
Hence we see that, by considering rectangular
prism volumes that are far apart compared with their
dimensions, we 共i兲 reproduce the results of the previous analysis8 for surfaces and obtain prolate spheroidal wave functions as the forms of the source and the
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wave functions in the two volumes, 共ii兲 obtain results
from the direct solution of the eigen problems for the
number of strongly connected modes that agree with
the sum rule 关Eq. 共23兲兴, and 共iii兲 find that the inclusion of the finite thickness of the two volumes has no
effect on the number of degrees of freedom 共or on the
number of strongly connected modes兲 for communicating between the two volumes 共under the assumption that the separation of the volumes is large
compared with their dimensions兲, although the communications modes in thicker volumes are more
strongly connected 关see, e.g., expression 共69兲兴 in proportion to the thicknesses of both volumes.
As an illustrative numerical example, let us consider two volumes that are separated by 81, a transmitting volume VT of dimensions 9 ⫻ 9 ⫻ 27, and
a receiving volume of dimensions 9 ⫻ 9 ⫻ 18.
We find that we will have to deal with numbers of
degrees of freedom of 1, 2, 3, and 6 as we analyze this
problem. The prolate spheroidal functions S0n共c, 兲
for 1, 2, and 3 degrees of freedom 共c ⫽ 兾2, , 3兾2,
respectively兲 are shown in Fig. 5. These functions
were calculated by use of the routines described in
Refs. 23 and 24. Note that, as might be expected,
the number of zeros in the functions over the range
⫺1 to 1 is equal to the index n. Note also that the set
of functions 共with n ⫽ 0, 1, 2, . . .兲 for a given value of
c is complete and orthogonal over the interval ⫺1 to
1.
Table 1 lists the calculated eigenvalues n that correspond to the various functions shown in Fig. 3.
共Note that these are not the eigenvalues quoted by
Flammer22 for prolate spheroidal wave functions; as
discussed by Frieden,10 the relevant eigenvalues are
different here and are actually derived from the radial prolate wave functions.兲 Note that the functions with large eigenvalues have small amplitudes
at ⫹1 and ⫺1 and also have gradients that appear to
become asymptotic parallel to the axis. This asymptotic behavior is consistent with the function’s being
relatively well confined within this range. Functions with small eigenvalues correspond to functions
that are not well focused into the volume, and they
will have substantial amplitudes outside the volume.
There are many different possible relative configurations for the example volumes. For example, if
we line up the long directions of the two volumes in
the y direction 共i.e., 2⌬xT ⫽ 9, 2⌬yT ⫽ 27, 2⌬zT ⫽
9, 2⌬xR ⫽ 9, 2⌬yR ⫽ 18, and 2⌬zR ⫽ 9兲, which
we might consider to be the most conventional optical
configuration, we find that nxcrit ⫽ 1 and nycrit ⫽ 6.
We would find approximately six strongly connected
communications modes, each corresponding to different patterns in the y direction in each volume.
Another relatively conventional optical configuration is the crossed transverse configuration with the
long 共27兲 axis in the y direction in the transmitting
volume and the receiving volume’s long 共18兲 axis in
the x direction 共i.e., 2⌬xT ⫽ 9, 2⌬yT ⫽ 27, 2⌬zT ⫽
9, 2⌬xR ⫽ 18, 2⌬yR ⫽ 9, and 2⌬zR ⫽ 9兲. This
configuration has values of nxcrit ⫽ 2 and nycrit ⫽ 3.
For each of three patterns in the y direction there are
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Fig. 5. Normalized prolate spheroidal functions for various parameter values: 共a兲 1 degree of freedom 共c ⫽ 兾2兲, 共b兲 2 degrees of
freedom 共c ⫽ 兲, 共c兲 3 degrees of freedom 共c ⫽ 3兾2兲.

two distinct patterns in the x direction, again giving
six strongly connected communications modes.
There are several other distinct configurations.
Figure 6 illustrates a configuration in which the long
共18兲 axis is in the z direction in the receiving volume
共i.e., 2⌬xT ⫽ 9, 2⌬yT ⫽ 27, 2⌬zT ⫽ 9, 2⌬xR ⫽ 9,

Table 1. Eigenvalues n That Correspond to the Various Functions
Shown in Fig. 3a

Degrees of Freedom
Eigenvalue n

1

2

3

0
1
2
3
4

0.783
0.205
0.011

0.981
0.750
0.244
0.025

0.999
0.969
0.733
0.263
0.0005

Total

1.00

2.00

2.96

The diffraction angle should also be such that the
maximum size of the volume in the z direction 共the
direction of the axis between the volumes兲 is still
much less than the separation r between the volumes. Then we have
exp共ik兩rR ⫺ rT兩兲exp共⫺ik兩rR ⫺ rⴕT兩兲 ⬵ exp共⫺ik兵 zT ⫺ z⬘T其兲,
(78)
and the eigenequations of Eqs. 共37兲 and 共41兲 become
very simple. Specifically, we have

a

Blank entries indicate that the values are negligibly small.

2⌬yR ⫽ 9, and 2⌬zR ⫽ 18兲 with values of nxcrit ⫽ 1
and nycrit ⫽ 3. The most extreme, well-connected
communications mode, nx ⫽ 0 and ny ⫽ 2, is illustrated in Fig. 6. Note in this case that there are only
three well-connected communications modes because
of the greater depth in the z direction in the receiving
volume, although each of these three modes is more
strongly connected than in the previously discussed
cases that each had six strongly connected modes.
Note that, in the example above 共Fig. 6兲, we chose
the dimensions such that nxcrit and nycrit were always
greater than or equal to 1. This choice ensures that
we have strongly connected modes for all the relative
orientations discussed above. The situation in
which one or more of the dimensions is too thin to
satisfy this criterion yields somewhat different results, which we discuss below.
D.

Communications Modes for Very Small Volumes

Consider now the case of volumes of arbitrary shape
that are very small. Formally, for the volume to be
very small, we require that the diffraction angle from
one volume be much larger than the angle subtended
by the other volume:
⌬xTM⌬xRM
⬍⬍ 1,
0 r

兩 g兩2共rⴕT兲 ⫽

1
共4r兲2

兰兰
VT

exp共ik关 zT

VR

⫺ z⬘T兴兲d3rR共rT兲d3rT,
兩 g兩2共rⴕR兲 ⫽

1
共4r兲2

兰兰
VR

(79)

exp共ik关 zR

VT

⫺ z⬘R兴兲d3rT共rR兲d3rR,

(80)

respectively. By writing
共rT兲 ⫽ ␤T共rT兲exp共⫺ikzT兲,

(81)

we obtain the trivial integral equation
兩 g兩2␤T共rT兲 ⫽

1
共4r兲2

兰兰
VT

␤T共rⴕT兲d3rRd3rⴕT.

(82)

VR

Nothing in the integrand of Eq. 共82兲 depends on rR, so
the integral over rR simply becomes VR. Similarly,
nothing on the right-hand side of Eq. 共82兲 depends on
rT, so the only solution is that ␤T共rT兲 is a constant.
Hence the only solution is
共rT兲 ⫽

1

冑VT

exp共⫺ikzT兲,

(83)

where we also normalized this source function with
(77)

where ⌬xTM 共⌬xRM兲 is now the maximum size of the
transmitting 共receiving兲 volume in the x direction.
There is an equivalent relation for the y direction.

兩 g兩2 ⫽

VR VT
.
共4r兲2

(84)

Note that the value of 兩 g兩2 from Eq. 共84兲 is sufficient
to satisfy the sum rule completely, so there are no

Fig. 6. Most extreme well-connected communications mode with nx ⫽ 0 and ny ⫽ 2 between volumes with dimensions of 9 ⫻ 27 ⫻ 9
共left-hand image兲 and 9 ⫻ 9 ⫻ 18 共right-hand image兲. The two volumes are separated by 81 共center to center兲. The volumes are
shown to scale in an isometric projection.
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other communications modes with finite connection
strength in this limit.
Similarly, we deduce that
共rR兲 ⫽

1

冑VR

exp共⫺ikzR兲

(85)

for the normalized wave function 共rR兲. Hence we
conclude that, for such small volumes, there is essentially only one communications mode with finite connection strength and that the optimum choice of
source is one with the same form as a plane wave that
propagates along the direction between the transmitting and the receiving volumes. This propagation
direction gives rise to a wave that is essentially a
plane wave within the receiving volume 共although it
cannot, in general, be a plane wave with such a finite
source, as would be quite apparent if we were to look
at the wave substantially outside the receiving volume兲.
E.

Communications Modes for Arbitrary Volumes

We can use the general method presented in Subsection 5.B to deal numerically with extreme situations
or cases that simply cannot be approached by the
methods of previous authors. An example is shown
in Fig. 7. We have two very thin 共1兾10 wavelength兲
volumes at right angles to each other and only one
wavelength apart. A conventional picture based on
plane-parallel surfaces can tell us nothing about the
communications modes in this situation. Note that
the separation between these volumes is less than the
thickness 共horizontal length兲 of the transmitting volume and that the receiving volume effectively has a
large numerical aperture in the vertical direction,
especially as seen from the nearer end of the transmitting volume.
In general, we can find an approximate numerical
solution by taking a finite number of basis functions
in each volume; in the limit of large numbers of basis
functions this approach can be proved to converge
toward the actual solution and is known to yield reliably an underestimate of the coupling strengths.20
Solving numerically for the communications modes
by use of Eqs. 共37兲 and 共41兲 yields the functions illustrated in Fig. 7 for the two strongest modes. For this
integration, we formally used a finite Fourier basis in
each volume initially, constructed the matrix of the
coefficients gji, and then solved the resulting matrix
eigenequations for the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues. In each case, the functions do not vary significantly along the thin directions, so the functions
in these directions were taken to be constant.
The first mode 关Fig. 7共b兲兴 takes at least approximately 86% of the available communications
strength 共i.e., 兩 g1兩2 ⬵ 0.86␥RT兲, and the second mode
关Fig. 7共c兲兴 takes at least approximately 11% 共i.e., 兩 g2兩2
⬵ 0.11␥RT兲. There are apparently no other modes of
significant strength 共the 3% of strength that is unaccounted for may be from limitations of the numerical
technique兲. Incidentally, this problem is symmetric,
yielding essentially the same solutions if the roles of
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Fig. 7. Illustration of 共a兲 two thin volumes, 共b兲 the strongest communications mode, 共c兲 the second-strongest communications mode.
For the transmitting volume VT 关the thin horizontal volume shown
in 共a兲兴 the real part of the wave amplitude along the length of the
volume is shown for a particular arbitrary phase. For the receiving volume VR 关the thin vertical volume shown in 共a兲兴 the real part
of the wave is shown in a contour plot that illustrates approximately half of a period of the wave with a horizontal scale such that
2 of the phase is the same size as one wavelength on the diagram.
With this choice of scale the curvatures of the phase fronts correspond approximately to the actual curvature of the propagating
waves. Dimensions are in wavelengths . Note that the second
communications mode changes sign between the peak in the center
and those in the upper and the lower lobes. Note also that these
upper and lower lobes are more intense than the center peak. At
least 86% of the available communications strength is in the first
mode, and at least 11% of the strength is in the second mode.

the transmitting and the receiving volumes and of
the source and the wave functions are interchanged.
The orthogonality of the functions is relatively obvious for the waves 共the second mode has strong sidelobes of opposite sign to the main peak兲; the source
functions are orthogonal also, although it is necessary to look at the entire complex function to see this
clearly. We note that the second mode has greater
intensity in the wave at the edges of the receiving
volume and a somewhat stronger contribution from

the far end of the source, as we might expect intuitively.
F.

Relation to Resonator Theory and Phase Conjugation

Suppose that we start out with the source n共rT兲 in
the transmitting volume VT, which generates the
wave 共rR兲 ⫽ gnn共rR兲 in the receiving volume VR.
Now suppose that we have some physical process in
VR that generates a new source of amplitude, A*共rR兲
⫽ Ag*n*n共rR兲. This source is, by definition, the
phase conjugate of the wave in VR. Then we know
from Eq. 共43兲 that the wave generated in the volume
VT is ⬘共rT兲 ⫽ A兩 gn兩2*n共rT兲. If we then similarly
have a mechanism in VT that generates a new source
with an amplitude B⬘*共rT兲, the resulting source is
BA*兩 gn兩2n共rT兲, which is simply a constant times the
original source. Hence this system constitutes a resonator, and the communications modes are essentially the modes of this resonator that reproduce
themselves on multiple reflections inside the
resonator—in other words, we have proved that the
communications modes can be generated physically if
we set up a phase-conjugate resonator system in
which each mirror is a phase-conjugate reflector.25
The communications modes are, quite generally, the
modes of the phase-conjugate resonator that is
formed from the two volumes; this condition applies
without approximations 共the coefficients A and B
must, of course, be constants兲, giving a physical interpretation of communications modes.
One very simple case of a resonator is the confocal
resonator formed from two mirrors whose radius of
curvature is equal to the separation between the mirror centers. If the phase front arriving at the mirror
has a curvature that matches that of the mirror the
resulting reflected phase front is actually the phase
conjugate of the incident phase front and has a phase
front that is the exact reversed version of the incident
wave. Such a wave is focused initially on the center
of the other mirror 共although it subsequently diffracts兲. The reader can see connection to the situation depicted in Fig. 4. In fact, it is now obvious from
the above discussion that, in the paraxial case 关i.e.,
with conditions similar to those of expression 共44兲兴,
just as the communications modes between two parallel, thin, rectangular volumes that are spaced far
apart are the prolate spheroidal functions, so also are
the modes of the confocal resonator the prolate spheroidal functions, a fact that is already well known
from previous work.10 Hence this present discussion of the modes of phase-conjugate resonators and
communications modes is consistent with this previous work.
G. Rationalization of the Size of the Connection
Strengths

Above we showed formally how to solve for the communications modes and their 共squared兲 connection
strengths 兩 g兩2. We also showed explicit results for
the case of rectangular prism volumes that are far
apart. In addition we saw in this rectangular
prism case that mathematically the connection

Fig. 8. Illustration in cross section of the source points rT1 and rT2
in volume VT and the volume VR, which contains the resultant
waves of interest. Also shown is a volume ⌬VT near rT1. Other
sources in ⌬VT, with their phases appropriately chosen, are expected to produce waves in VR that are substantially similar 共not
orthogonal兲 to the wave from the source at point rT1, whereas
sources outside ⌬VT are expected to produce waves in VR that are
substantially orthogonal to those from the source at point rT1.

strengths are all similar in size up to a critical
number, above which they fall off dramatically.
We showed too that the product of this size and the
critical number would satisfy the sum rule 关Eq.
共23兲兴. This behavior of the connection strengths
raises the following questions: 共i兲 Is there a physical explanation of why the connection strengths
exhibit this behavior, an explanation that might
give us some more general physical insight? 共ii兲 Is
there a more general way to make intelligent
guesses for what will constitute reasonable communications modes and to estimate their connection
strengths without the need to calculate an entire
exact solution? Here we attempt to answer these
questions. The arguments are necessarily approximate and not completely rigorous; exactness is not
the point, however, and we already have exact
methods for any particular case anyway.
A key concept to understanding these questions is
to understand the extent to which the waves in the
receiving volume that are generated from different
points in the transmitted volume are orthogonal to
one another. We can imagine two sources at points
rT1 and rT2 in the transmitting volume, as shown in
Fig. 8. Obviously, if these points are close the
waves that they generate in VR will be almost identical; hence they will not be orthogonal. As we
move the points further apart for the particular
monochromatic case we consider here, there is, of
course, a rapidly varying phase that would cause
the waves to go through alternating constructive
and destructive interference. Let us presume,
however, that we always make the best possible
choice of relative phase of the two sources to eliminate this particular interference effect. Even
with this optimal phase choice, as we move points
rT1 and rT2 further apart, we can expect that the
waves will become progressively different from one
another.
Formally, to assess the orthogonality of the waves,
we should evaluate their overlap integral in VR. Because the wave at point rR in VR from a point source
at rT is simply G共rR, rT兲, the overlap integral of the
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two waves 共within a phase factor for the relative
phase of the two sources兲 is
K共rT2, rT1兲 ⫽

兰

G*共rR, rT2兲G共rR, rT1兲d3rR. (86)

VR

Note that Eq. 共86兲 represents the kernel 关Eq. 共34兲兴 of
the integral eigenequation that gives the communications modes and is also involved in calculating the
connection strength 兩 g兩2 in Eq. 共33兲.
We now use a simplistic model to obtain some approximate results. As we said above, we expect the
overlap to be large and then to fall off as we separate
the two source points, so we now presume that, for
any point rT1, there is a finite volume ⌬VT for which
K共rT2, rT1兲 is finite 共neglecting the overall rapid destructive and constructive interference兲 and, for simplicity, is approximately constant 共in magnitude兲,
and again for simplicity, for rT2 outside this volume
K共rT2, rT1兲 is approximately zero. This approach
will give us an estimate of 兩 g兩2. To proceed, we need
to estimate the dimensions of this volume ⌬VT.
We consider only volumes that are far apart compared with their linear dimensons, so we can take
paraxial approximations for simplicity. Then we
have

G*共rR, rT2兲G共rR, rT1兲 ⫽
⬵

冏

(88)

r
1
r
⫽
.
2k⌬xRmax 2 2⌬xRmax

K共rT2, rT1兲 ⬇ F*T共rT2兲 FT共rT1兲

VR
共4r兲2

In this case, as we integrate from the middle of VR to
one extreme in the x direction, the phase of the integrand will change by 兾2. For the purposes of our
argument, we can use a simplistic approximation and
replace these remaining exponentials by functions
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for rT2 within the volume ⌬VT near rT1 and zero
otherwise.
Now we make an intelligent guess at the eigenfunctions for this problem. We choose a function that is
essentially uniform within a volume of size ⌬VT near
some point rT0 关except for having a phase factor
FT共rT兲 to ensure that we have the correct choice of

册 冋

册

(87)

phase for the source兴 and is zero elsewhere, i.e.,
within ⌬VT, we have
1共rT兲 ⫽

1
FT共rT兲,
共⌬VT兲1兾2

(92)

where we have also normalized the function 1共rT兲.
Now we can calculate 兩 g兩2 from Eq. 共33兲:
兩 g兩2 ⫽

兰
兰

*1共rT2兲

VT

⫽

⌬VT

兰

K共rT2, rT1兲1共rT1兲d3rT1d3rT2

VT

1
VR⌬VT
1
d3 rT2
共⌬VT兲1兾2 共4r兲2 共⌬VT兲1兾2

VR⌬VT
⫽
.
共4r兲2
(89)

(90)

and by use of Eq. 共86兲 and expression 共87兲, we find

冋

that is, when
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r
r
2⌬zTmax,
2⌬xRmax 2⌬yRmax

1
ikxR共xT2 ⫺ xT1兲
ikyR共 yT2 ⫺ yT1兲
*
exp ⫺
,
2 FT共rT2兲 F T共rT1兲exp ⫺
共4r0兲
r0
r0

k⌬xRmax共xT2 ⫺ xT1兲

⬇ ,
r
2

兩xT2 ⫺ xT1兩 ⬇

VT ⬇

exp关⫺ik共兩rR ⫺ rT1兩 ⫺ 兩rR ⫺ rT2兩兲兴
共4r0兲2

where FT共rT兲 is the focusing phase-factor function
关defined above by 共Eq. 共49兲兴, which takes care of much
of the rapidly varying phase. The remaining exponentials in expression 共87兲 are unity for small arguments; however, after 共xT2 ⫺ xT1兲 or 共 yT2 ⫺ yT1兲
becomes sufficiently large, the function overall becomes oscillatory as we move through VR, and the
integral 关expression 共86兲兴 will tend to average to zero.
Essentially, we then cannot avoid the effects of interference as we integrate over VR no matter how well
we choose the relative phases of the sources. A characteristic size of 共xT2 ⫺ xT1兲 for which this interference becomes strong occurs when

冏

that are unity up to arguments of ⫾兾2 关i.e., no 共destructive兲 interference兴 and zero otherwise 共i.e., total
destructive interference on the average兲. Note, incidentally, that, given that we make the best choice of
phase for our sources, the sources may have any position in the z direction. Hence we conclude that our
volume ⌬VT has dimensions of approximately r兾
2⌬xRmax and r兾2⌬yRmax in the x and the y directions,
respectively, and of 2⌬zTmax in the z direction for a
total volume of

(93)

To form another eigenfunction orthogonal to that of
Eq. 共93兲, we can simply move sideways to an adjacent
volume of essentially the same shape and construct
the second eigenfunction similarly in that volume.
The second eigenfunction is orthogonal to the first
because there is exactly no overlap between such
functions. It will yield exactly the same result as

above for 兩 g兩2. We can continue this process until we
have used up all the volume, which will give us a
number N of orthogonal functions
N⬇

VT
,
⌬VT

all with the same value of 兩 g兩2.
N兩 g兩2 ⫽

(94)
Note that

VR VT
,
共4r兲2

(95)

which satisfies the sum rule exactly, suggesting that
these are all the modes with strong connections. Actually, to construct a function orthogonal to all these
functions would require that the function change sign
in the middle of one of the volumes ⌬VT, which in
turn would mean that there would be no net wave in
VR from this source function, hence no connection
strength 兩 g兩2, consistent with our arguments.
The above argument works particularly well if the
volume is of uniform thickness in the z direction because then the various ⌬VT volumes will all be the
same length. Otherwise, they will be of different
lengths with proportionately different coupling
strengths. We have, however, now successfully rationalized why it is that rectangular prism volumes
have a set of N communications modes all of approximately the same strength, and we can conjecture
that other volumes of uniform thickness will also
have a set of N communications modes of substantially equal coupling strength. We can conversely
conjecture that, for volumes that are not uniform in
thickness, the coupling strengths of the various communications modes will not be substantially equal.
In other words, we can hypothesize that the uniformity of the thickness of the transmitting and the
receiving volumes leads to substantially equal connection strengths for the strongly coupled communications modes.
One might object that we chose simplistic approximate eigenfunctions that are not in reality very similar to the exact solutions of the rectangular prism
volume problem; these exact solutions are, after all,
prolate spheroidal functions that each fill the entire
volume rather than the solutions given here that are
localized each within a subvolume ⌬VT. Note, however, that all these simplistic approximate eigenfunction solutions are degenerate, corresponding to the
same eigenvalue; hence we can take orthogonal linear combinations of them instead, and it is straightforward to construct sets that each fill the volume.
The number of orthogonal functions remains unchanged by such linear combinations. Of course, the
functions should not, in fact, have quite the abrupt
cutoff at the edges that our simple model has, but
smoothing these out somewhat does not change the
basic argument. Our simplistic approximate eigenfunctions, which are constant 共except for a phase factor兲 within a given ⌬VT and zero outside it, can be
viewed as a generalization for our volume case of the
spots used by Gabor for the planar case. In fact, if

we perform our approximate argument here for the
case of thin rectangular prism volumes, we essentially recover Gabor’s diffraction-spot picture. Our
simplistic eigenfunctions are no more the true exact
eigenfunctions than are Gabor’s spots, but they do
correctly count the available degrees of freedom and
yield a substantially correct intuitive picture.
Note that our argument here does not apply to the
case in which the volumes are close compared with
their thickness. In that case other modes may appear that utilize the depth of the volume, as was
found above in the numerical example in Subsection
5.E.
6. Conclusions

We have shown that there is a rigorous and complete
method for finding the orthogonal communications
channels or modes for scalar waves between two arbitrary volumes in free space. In contrast to previous approaches that were restricted to planar
surfaces that are far apart, this approach is exact and
is valid for volumes of arbitrary shape. The resulting communications modes are found as the results of
two well-defined eigenvalue problems. 共We have,
incidentally, shown that these communications
modes are the same as the cavity modes of the resonator that results if the two volumes are filled with a
perfect phase-conjugating material.兲 The present
approach also provides the strengths of the connections formed by the channels, and we have derived a
sum rule for those strengths, with the sum depending
on only a simple integral over the two volumes. The
connection strengths can be interpreted in terms of
power-transfer coefficients. The sum rule shows
that, although there may be an infinite number of
communications modes, only a finite number of these
modes can be strongly connected.
We have demonstrated explicitly that the approach
presented here will reproduce previous research results for rectangular surfaces that are far apart,
showing both that the resulting eigenfunctions 共prolate spheroidal functions兲 correspond to those deduced previously and that the sum rule does indeed
predict the number of well-connected modes in the
system. We have been able to extend the results to
show the effect of the depth of the volume for both
rectangular prism volumes and, by illustration, more
general volumes. Briefly, when the volumes are far
apart compared with their depth, the depth does not
generate any increase in the number of communications modes, although it can increase the connection
strengths. When volumes are close together compared with their depths, the numerical aperture or
the solid angle subtended by one volume at the other
is large, or both, new modes are possible.
Incidentally, it is important to make the distinction
here between communications channels and stored
information. This question arises, for example, in
considering the information capacity of a volume hologram. All we have considered here is the number
of channels for communicating information, not the
amount of information that can be communicated.
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In a simple system in which, for example, we make
only binary decisions about whether there is a signal
in a channel, our number of strongly connected communications modes essentially tells us how many bits
of information can be read out in the receiving volume
from any given source in the transmitting
volume—in optical storage terms it tells us the maximum number of bits per page 共for such binary decisions兲. We can, of course, choose some other source
function in the transmitting volume, in which case a
different page of information will be transmitted.
共In reading out a volume hologram, we usually generate the different source function by exciting the
medium with a different readout beam.兲 Deciding
the maximum number of bits that can be stored in the
hologram is therefore quite a different problem.
One should not therefore be surprised at our conclusion that the depth of the volume under usual optical
conditions makes no difference to the number of communications channels. It may well be that increasing the depth of the volume does increase the number
of different source functions that can be excited in the
volume by a readout beam 共i.e., the number of pages兲,
but that is quite a different calculation.
We have also shown how to calculate communications modes in arbitrary or extreme situations. For
example, we have calculated communications modes
for volumes that 共i兲 are smaller than a wavelength in
at least one lateral dimension, 共ii兲 are closer together
than the depth of one volume, 共iii兲 have one volume
presented edge-on to the other, 共iv兲 have one volume
that subtends a large solid angle to the other, and 共v兲
have volumes that are only a wavelength apart.
Any one of these five conditions would have been
enough to invalidate the results of previous methods.
Although any such calculation of modes for arbitrary volumes will be approximate because only a
finite basis set can generally be used for numerical
calculations, the sum rule gives us a measure of how
good any such finite basis approximation is and how
close we are to finding all the communications modes
of substantial interconnection strength. It can be
proved that any such finite basis will underestimate
the connection strengths; so, if we are close to satisfying the sum rule with our finite basis, we can be
sure that we have identified all the significant communications modes and have included enough functions in our basis set.
We have also analyzed the case of communications
modes between small volumes that are far apart.
We found one mode 共essentially the one that has a
plane-wave source and generates an approximately
plane wave in the receiving volume兲; we proved by
use of the sum rule that this is the only mode with
significant connection strength.
In general, the approach presented here establishes a rigorous basis for handling problems that are
related to volume sources and receivers of waves.
We have not attempted to address any specific practical problem, but this approach could be useful in
understanding limits and opportunities in areas in
which 共i兲 conventional diffraction approaches break
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down, such as in near-field microscopy or very-fineline lithography, or 共ii兲 volume is an intrinsic part of
the problem, such as in volume holography or certain
types of optical interconnects or information storage
and possibly modes in photonic bandgap crystals or
other volume scatterers. It should be emphasized,
however, that the present study discusses only the
modes or the channels for communicating information into and out of volumes and not the information
that is stored inside the volume or that can be read
out of the volume. Other extensions of this work
could include the addition of the time dimension to
the problem 共which can be done relatively straightforwardly from a mathematical point of view兲, and
solution of the vector 共rather than only the scalar兲
wave problem is already being considered to allow
extensions of the present approach to be applied rigorously to electromagnetic waves.2
I am pleased to acknowledge Haldun Ozaktas and
Rafael Piestun for critical readings of versions of this
manuscript.
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